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THE PORTABLE WINDOW
a DEDiCatED sOft Light systEm

Why do we call 
it dedicated ?
Similar to the other known seven dedolight soft 
lights, these have been conceived exclusively 
as optimal soft lights

  Light output is double in comparison to a 
soft box in front of a studio Fresnel light, 
because the actual light sources are  
placed in the focal point of the reflector

 Gentle wrap around character

On an optimum soft light source, the light 
emission on the large diffuser should be 
perfectly even to the edge. It should even be 
somewhat more intense towards the edge.

Both variations are offered by this soft light by 
changing the standard inner diffuser with a 
rim-aura diffuser (both types included).

  The standard inner diffuser provides  
perfectly smooth and equal light distribution

Panaura® 7 
with 40° grid

                    The inner 
Rim-Aura diffuser provides a 
brighter rim area (Aura) on the 
front diffuser and is closer to 
the idea of a "wrap around 
light"

Alternatively, use the large inner 
diffuser for all over even light

Tungsten / Daylight
dedolight is probably the only one who 
offers the interchangeability of daylight 
discharge lamps with tungsten discharge 
lamps. Both have equally high light output, 
identical high color quality and both work 
with the same ballast.

Metal Halide Lamp 400/575 W Tungsten

Metal Halide Lamp 400/575 W Daylight
DLHPA7x2DT

Soft light head for 2 lamps, daylight or tungsten, 
interchangeable, same high light output. 
Both lamps work with the same ballasts.

How do you want to call it ?
Energy Efficient ? Green - Tec ? 
dedolight Panaura® ?
The Portable Window ?
...  or just the soft light with the most loving 

character ?

Even though we do not favor the hot spot 
philosophy, we still have 140 percent light 
level in the center compared to a 5000 W 
tungsten Fresnel with a soft box and we use 
only 1150 W
 
250 percent light level towards the rim 
compared to a 5000 W tungsten Fresnel with 
a soft box – and we still only use 1150 W.
 
Panaura® 7 compares favorably with a soft 
box on a 2.5 kW daylight studio light – more 
light and uses only 1150 W.

Higher Output  – More Light – Less Consumption – Less Heat

This two lamp system offers a wide range of intensity control. Each lamp is individually 
controlled and can be switched from 575  W to 400  W or continuously dimmed to 300  W 
and then switched off. This results in an unprecedented range of intensity control without any 
change to color quality. Unprecedented“ for any such system working with discharge light 
sources (metal halide – HMI)

intensity control in six steps with no change of color.

DL400DHR-NB

DL575THR-NB

Tungsten / Daylight
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When you don‘t need daylight and the 
flexibility to change between daylight 
and tungsten (interchangeable lamps), 
you may want a pure halogen tungsten 
soft light.

Tungsten Panaura® light head DLHPA7x2T 
works with two 1000 W halogen lamps.

All halogen lamps are individually 
switchable or can be dimmed individually 
with our new dimmers DLDIM2000.

Pure Tungsten 
Variations of Panaura ® 7

Soft light head for 2 lamps 1000 W 
halogen with protective glass tubes 

DLHPA7x2T Tungsten 2 x 1000 WYoke extension
For use with Panaura® 7 in tilted position for 
extra distance between light stand and 
Panaura® 7.

Connection cable between light head and 
ballast

Electronic flicker free 
ballast for 400/575 W  
daylight and tungsten
discharge lamps.

Extending ballast holder for better balance

dedolight Panaura® 7 textile reflector with   
 additional rear cowling and 
 2 different inner diffusers 
   (DLPA7D2 standard diffuser and 
   DLPA7D2S rim aura diffuser) 
 as well as the DLPA7D1 large front diffuser.

40° grid for all  
Panaura® 7 models

DSCPA7W
Panaura® 7 soft case with wheels

DLHPA7-EXT

DPOW400DT

DEB400DT

DEB400Hx2

DLPA7 *

DLPA7G

*  When using the  
Panaura® 7 with DLHPA7x2T and  
Panaura® 5 with DLH1000SPLUS  
head with halogen lamps in a straight 
downward position (for extended period 
of time), please order "heat shield inserts".

DLPA5-HTS4
with 4 heat shields

For Panaura® 5 Set:

DLPA5-HTS8
with 8 heat shields

DLPA7-HTS3
with 3 heat shields

For Panaura® 7 Set:

DLPA7-HTS8
with 8 heat shields

SPA7x2DT

  robust transport soft case with wheels
  soft light head
  2 x 400/575 W daylight lamps
  Panaura 7 soft box with rods and baffle
    incl. 2 types of inner diffusers
    incl. 1 front diffuser
  2 ballasts and cables

 variable ballast holder

 Interchangeable Tungsten/Daylight 
 Panaura® 7 Kit

optional:
  yoke extension (DLHPA7-EXT)
   stand with 28 mm receptacle (DST1200)

 grid (40°) for Panaura® 7 (DLPA7G) 
  575 W tungsten lamps (DL575THR-NB)

Pure Daylight 
Variations of Panaura ® 7

Our newest Panaura 7 soft light works 
with a single 1200 W lamp (G22  
socket). Integrated speed ring for  
Panaura® 7 soft box. It may be powered 
by the new DEB1200D ballast which 
offers manual dimming and DMX control 
as standard. 

DLH1x1200SD Daylight 1 x 1200 W
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The Panaura® family comes in 3 sizes, all offer 
superb soft light character without any hot spot, 
and the choice of different inner diffusers allows 
smooth and even light distribution or the typical 
Panaura® look with the brighter rim towards the 
outside - the true loving, caressing wrap-around 
light character.

When working in confined areas the depth 
of the light head can make the decisive 
difference whether this wonderful, creative tool 
can be used at all. The very shallow depth of 
this portable window system offers distinct 
advantages in space consumption. 

Also much less weight, higher light efficiency, 
lower heat, lower power consumption  
(never blow a household fuse).

Size, Depth, Weight

The Panaura® Family – Ø 7ft = 210 cm, 5ft = 150 cm, 3ft = 90 cm

muLtiDisC 5 in 1
The MultiDisc 5 in1 offers five reflector surfaces. Translucent, white, silver, gold, and soft gold in one easy to carry package. 
Switch surfaces in seconds.

  Translucent: Use to diffuse light. Produces  
a broad light source and soft effect.

  White: Use to reflect light with natural  
looking results.

   Silver: Use to increase specular highlights 
adding more contrast to your image.

   Gold: Use for a strong warming effect in  
your lighting

   Soft Gold: Use for natural looking, warmer 
reflected light. Soft Gold combines silver  
and gold in a zig-zag pattern for a warm, 
summery feel that works great with skin tones.

The heavy duty steel frame is guaranteed 
not to break for the life of the product. Reflector 
surfaces are smooth and flat for consistent, 
even reflections. The MultiDisc comes in its 
own protective, durable fabric case for 
storage and transport.

Large 106 cm (42“) 
DF5IN1-106

Medium 81 cm (32“) 

DF5IN1-81

Small 56 cm (22“)  

DF5IN1-56 DLTCH Compact Disc Holder

The new compact holder for dedoflex reflectors 
and diffusers as well as for dedoflex 5 in1 
MultiDiscs. The holder consists of two parts  
and can be expanded from 71 cm/28“  
to a maximum of 127 cm/50“. 
A 16 mm stud is provided for mounting  
accessories or light heads.

Panaura® 7

60 cm 144 cm 162 cm

5 kW 2.5 kW
16 kg 35 kg 58 kg
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